Red Butte Garden 2022 Holiday Open House & Art Fair Featured Artists

- Abella Blue/Jessica Lopour – Handcrafted jewelry pieces created with silver, gold, and a mix of gemstones from turquoise to diamonds
- Andy Joy Chase – Scenes of nature painted on reclaimed wood and other repurposed materials
- Birds of the Muse Art/Katherine Carricaburu – Fine-art jewelry handcrafted with sterling or fine silver and variety of semi-precious stones
- Character Beanies/Susan Blamires – Fanciful hats and other yarn creations made with various crochet, knitting, and macramé techniques
- Elm City Botanicals/Annabelle Hutchinson – Natural handmade soaps and candles
- Fiber Expressions/Lucy Peterson Watkins – Frameable cards and small art pieces made with hand-dyed silk or cotton, painted, and textured with embroidery
- Jan Harris Smith – Hand-fabricated metal jewelry combining sterling silver and semi-precious stones
- Kapowder Ink/Lexi Dowdall – Watercolor paintings of nature on paper, wood blocks, and lockets inspired by the artist’s love of the outdoors
- Lyra Zoe Smith – Small works of whimsical nature-based sculptures and miniature watercolor prints, stickers, bookmarks, and cards
- Mountain Mesa Pottery/Tyndall Bounous – Gorgeous hand-thrown and painted vases, mugs, and dishware inspired by outdoor wild spaces
- Red Dragon Glass Art/Cheryl Peterson – Hand-painted beveled glass sun catchers, treasure boxes, art glass succulent arrangements, and more
- Stephanie Saint-Thomas – Original botanic inspired paintings and jewelry pendants created with acrylic paint, gold leaf, silver leaf, and opalescent powder
- Sue Stone Art – Nature-inspired artwork created with found objects and fused glass
- TWstudioshop/Tamia Wardle – Linocut and woodcut hand-printed art of landscapes, flora, and fauna
- Utah Bowls/Scott Leech – Beautiful woodturned bowls, threaded boxes, and ornaments made of reclaimed wood
- Waypoint Goods/Caitlin Blythe – Laser-cut coasters, maps, and candles inspired by the love of travel and place
- West Art Pottery/Michael Hayes – Artistically decorated porcelain pottery skillfully crafted at the wheel
- Yesenia Aguilar – Terrariums and jewelry created with found, foraged, and ethically sourced plants, insects, and bones

Artists subject to change.